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Why Set
Up a
Company
In Japan?

Open a
Company
without
“Japan
Resident”

Japan is one of the World’s largest countries in terms of economic scale. It offers attractive and
extensive opportunities to entrepreneurs and foreign companies looking to build a business
network or breaking into the Asian market.
Japan provides a level playing ground for foreign investors. It has been observed by most of the
foreign companies that setting up and doing business in Japan is pretty simple and easy.
Japan offers an attractive market and extensive business opportunities!
Japan is the home of many World Top Companies, and many multinational companies have their
presence in Japan.
Having a presence in Japan is a status for a company to do business in the world market(s)! It gives a
“Brand Image”
Japanese sophisticated Consumers with High Purchasing Power and Discerning Tastes allow a
company to improve further in their own product(s) or service(s) they have offered to the
international consumers!
To cater to Japanese consumers, a presence in Japan is almost a must factor!
In the present competitive and borderless world, Japan offers more than ever a level playing ground
to foreign companies compared to the past!
Foreign companies doing proper research will find that administrative, legal matters for doing business
in Japan are sometimes easier compared to their own home-country (depending upon the foreign
company's nationality). With the right professional assistance, “Setting Up Company, Administrative
Operation & Doing Business in Japan” is quite a simple and not a very difficult task, as many foreign
companies might perceive it!
Disclaimer: This information is for illustration purposes. No warranty is given that it is free from error or omission, and Sarkar Office®
cannot be held liable for any decision made based on this information only!

"One Stop Solution" for Business & Administrative requirements pre-entry & post-entry level support
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